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FREE 53-ACTIONS ON SIMPLY CONNECTED

EIGHT-MANIFOLDS1

RICHARD I. RESCH

ABSTRACT.   In this paper the canonical equivalence between free ac-

tions of a compact Lie group  G  and principal G-bundles is used to apply

the theory of fiber bundles to the problem of classifying free differentiable

3
S  -actions.  The orbit spaces that may occur are determined and a calcula-

tion of homotopy classes of maps from these spaces into the classifying

space for principal S  -bundles is made with the aid of the Postnikov system

for S  .  The bundles corresponding to these classes of maps are then

studied to prove that for each positive integer k  there exist exactly three

simply connected 8-manifolds which admit free differentiable S  -actions

and have second homology group free of rank k, and that the action on each

of these manifolds is unique.  It is also proved that even if the second

homology group of the 8-manifold has torsion, it can admit at most one ac-

tion.

1.  Introduction.  Free differentiable S -actions on simply connected 6-

manifolds were studied by Goldstein and Lininger in [3], [4] and [6].  It fol-

lows from their work that such manifolds can admit at most two distinct ac-

tions.  In this paper we show that if a simply connected 8-manifold Al  admits

a free differentiable S -action, then that action is unique.

Let t] be the nontrivial S  -bundle over S  , let N,   be the connected sum

of k copies of S   xr   and let N!   be the connected sum of 77 with (k - 1)

copies of 5    x S  .  The main result in the torsion-free case is the following.

Theorem 3.  For each positive integer k, there exist exactly three sim-

ply connected 8-manifolds which admit free differentiable S -actions and

have second homology group free of rank k.  These manifolds are S   x N,,
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S   x N,   and the nontrivial S  -bundle over N,.  Furthermore, there is a unique

free S -action on each of these manifolds.

2.  Finiteness of the number of actions. Let Al denote a closed simply

connected differentiable 8-manifold which adimts a free differentiable S -

action with orbit space  N.

Lemma 1.  // N  is a spin manifold, then there are two principal S -

bundles over N;  otherwise, there is just one principal S -bundle over N.

Proof.  It is sufficient to calculate homotopy classes of maps of N  into

the classifying space for principal S -bundles, ßP°°.  Since dim N = 5,

[N, HP00] S [N, HP1] S [N, S4].

We use the Postnikov system for S     as in [7, p. 140], obtaining the following

diagram:

.2QSq'

(1)

KiZ, 3)-^—K(Z2, 5)-^X5

Sq
K(Z, 4) -^— K(z    6).

The map  i is the inclusion map of the fiber  K(Z2, 5), p  is the fiber
7 7

space projection and fiSq    = Sq    since the following diagram commutes:

KiZ, 3) —5— K(Z7, 5)

0K(Z, 4)   "Sq¿.flK('z2,6).

Next we map  N into successive terms of (1) and use the fact that

[K, K(n, n)]  is in one-to-one correspondence with  Hn(K; rr)  to obtain the

following exact sequence.

(2)     ß3(N;   Z) -Ü— ß5(/V;   Z2) -U [N,  X5] -£- H\N; Z) Ü- H\N; Z2).

We have used the symbols Sq  , z  and p to denote the induced maps in

(2) as well as the original maps in (I).  N  is simply connected, so  ß (N; Z)

= 0 and (2) reduces to

0 — H\N;   Z2)/Sq2(ß3(N;   Z)) — [N,  X<\ - 0.

Since ß5(N; Z%) = Z2, [N, X^i =0o:Z;  depending upon whether Sq2 4
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7 .... 1
0  or Sq    = 0, respectively.  Now if N  is a spin manifold, then  Sq    = 0;

otherwise, Sq   5^0, since Sq    is determined by the second Stiefel-Whitney

class.  It follows from the definition of a Postnikov system for S    that [N, XA

and [N, S ] ate in one-to-one correspondence, so the lemma is proved. D

We can now prove that  Al  can admit only finitely many actions by apply-

ing Barden's classification of simply connected 5-manifolds [l] to the orbit

spaces  N.

Theorem 1.  A closed simply connected differentiable 8-manifold M  can

admit only finitely many distinct free differentiable S  -actions.

Proof.  By Lemma 1 there are at most two actions on Al  with a given orbit

space zV.  Thus, the proof will be complete once we have shown that there are

only finitely many possible orbit spaces.  Since  N is simply connected,

H (N; Z2) = Hom(H2(N), Z2), so we may consider w2(N) in ß (N; Z2) as a

homomorphism of HAN)  into  Z2  and we may arrange it, by choosing a suit-

able basis for H AN), so that w2  is nonzero on at most one generator of HAN)

[l, Lemma C].  Since  w2  maps into  Z2, this generator will have infinite order

or order 2' tot some nonnegative integer^ i. In [l, Theorem 2.3] Barden proves

that H AN)  and  z provide a complete set of diffeomorphism invariants for sim-

ply connected 5-manifolds and that  i depends only on  w2.  Thus, H AN)  and

i determine  N up to diffeomorphism.   By the homotopy sequence of the bundle

S   —» Al —► N and the Hurewicz theorem, HAN) = HAM) which is finitely

generated since  Al  is a closed manifold.  Therefore, there are only finitely

many choices for the generators p of HAN) for which wJp) 4 0. Hence,

there are only finitely many possibilities for the integer z.  Thus, the number

of distinct simply connected 5-manifolds with HAN) ~ HAM) is finite and

the theorem is proved. □

3.  The torsion-free case.  We now proceed to classify the actions on

manifolds with torsion-free second homology group.  Suppose first that Al  is

2-connected. If N is the orbit space of a free S -action on Al, then N is a

2-connected 5-manifold and, therefore, N is diffeomorphic to S  .  By Lemma

1, there are two principal S -bundles over S  , and it is shown in [8, p. 139]

that their total spaces are not homeomorphic.  Thus, we can state the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 2.  There exist exactly two 2-connected 8-manifolds which ad-

mit free differentiable S -actions.  These are S   x S    and the nontrivial 3-
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sphere bundle over S  .  Furthermore, there is a unique free S -action on each

of these manifolds. D

Now suppose that ß2(Al) is free of rank k > 0. Then H2(N) is also

free of rank  k.  Since  N is simply connected, Barden's results imply that

N is diffeomorphic to N,   or N,   (see the Introduction). Since wJS   x S )

= 0 and w2(rf) 4 0, N,   is a spin manifold and N,   is not. Therefore, Lemma

1 implies that there are two principal S -bundles over N,   and only one over

«i

Let E.   and E.  be the total spaces of the trivial and nontrivial S -bun-

dles over zV,, respectively, and let E,   be the total space of the trivial S3-

bundle over N, .

We will now present four lemmas which will prove that for each positive

integer k the spaces  E',, i = 0, 1, 2, are distinct. In particular, we will

show that no two of these spaces are of the same homotopy type.

Lemma ¿.  b,   and b,   are spin manifolds.

Proof. Since the orbit space N,   is a spin manifold, Wy(N,) = wANA =

0; and since dim N, = 5, the total Stiefel-Whitney class w(N A = 1. Now

S   —• E\  —• N,   is a differentiable principal fiber bundle for  I'= 0, 1, so ac-

cording to [2, 5.2, p. 502] w(N,) = I  implies that wiEY) = 1 for i = 0, 1.

Thus, w.(EV) = wAE'A = 0 for z: = 0, 1  and the lemma is proved. □

Lemma 3.  E,   is not a spin manifold.

Proof.  Recall that  e\ = S1 x N¿   and  w2(N'k) 40.  Let py  and p2  be

the projection maps onto the first and second factors of  £,, respectively.

Then

z4S3 x N'k) = p*lw(Si) U P2w(N'k)

where p*  is the induced map in cohomology and U is the cup product.

Since z4S3) = 1, we have p*zz<S3) = 1  and it follows that z*2(S3 x N^)

= P*w2(N'k) 4 0. Hence, E2  is not a spin manifold, a

Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that the homotopy type of E,   is different from

that of either  E?  or E', since the Stiefel-Whitney classes of a manifold are

homotopy invariants.

Next we will prove that Sq    distinguishes between the trivial and non-

trivial 3-sphere bundles over S . We remark here that we have already seen

(Theorem 2) that these spaces are not homeomorphic, but we shall use the

present result concerning Sq    to show that the trivial and nontrivial 3-sphere
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bundles over N,, i.e.  E,   and E,, are not of the same homotopy type.

Denote the nontrivial 3-sphere bundle over S    by E.  It follows from

[5, p. 2O5]  that  E = (S     u, c )u e , where / and g ate attaching maps with

f: S   —>S    not homotopically trivial. Then [9, Theorem 5.1, p. 89] implies

that

Sq2: ß3(S3  Uf e3; Z2) — ß5(S3  u, e5; Z )

is an isomorphism.  Since S    U e    is the 7-skeleton of  E, we conclude that

Sq : H (E; Z2) —> H (E; Z2) is also an isomorphism.

Now consider pr: î    x Î   —> S    which induces an isomorphism in co-

homology in dimension 3.  Sq    commutes with pr*, so we have the following

commutative diagram:

2

Z2 = ß3(S3 x S5; Z2) -^— ß5(53 x S5; Z2) = Z2

P'

Sq

Pr

2

Z, = ß3(S3; Z,)   —Í3-. ß5(53; Z ) = 0.

Hence Sq2: ß3(53 x S5; Z2) ^ß5(S3 x 55; Z2) must be zero. Therefore,

Sq    distinguishes between E and S   x S , and we have proved the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.   The trivial andnontrivial 3-sphere bundles over S    are dis-

tinguishable by the action of Sq     on their third cohomology groups.   D

We can now prove the following result concerning the trivial and nontriv-

ial principal S -bundles over any simply connected 5-manifold which is a

spin manifold.

Lemma 5.   Let N  be any simply connected "5-manifold with  wAN) =0.

Then the two principal S  -bundles over N  are homotopically distinct.

Proof.  Let E be the nontrivial S -bundle over S . Let /: zV —» S    be

any map of degree one, denote by  G the induced bundle /'(E)  and let  b be

the bundle map from  G to  E  covering  /.   Let all coefficient groups be  Z2.

Since Sq2: ß3(53 x N) — ß5(53 x N) is 0, using the Cartan formula and

the   fact   that   N    is a  spin  manifold,   it   would   suffice   to   prove   that

Sq2: ß3(G) — ß5(G)  is nonzero.

Consider the following commutative square:
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h\e) h\g)

Sq' Sq'

ß5(E). hHg)

If x and y  are the nontrivial elements in H (E) and H (E), respectively,

then Sq (x) = y by Lemma 4 and it would suffice to show that  b (y) 4 0.

Now consider the following commutative diagram whose rows are the

Gysin cohomology sequence:

h^)^hHs>)^hHe)-^h2(Si)

Hl(N) -2-H5(/V) —ß5(G)^ H2(N)

Hence, b*(y) 4 0. D

Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 5 imply the following theorem which completes the

classification for simply connected 8-manifolds with torsion-free second

homology group.

Theorem 3.   Eor each positive integer k, there exist exactly three simply

connected 8-manifolds which admit free differentiable S -actions and have

second homology group free of rank k.   These manifolds are S    x N,, S    x

N,    and the nontrivial S -bundle over N,.  Furthermore, there is a unique

free S  -action on each of these manifolds. O

4.  The torsion case. In this section we investigate the more complicated

situation in which the second homology group has torsion.  The following

theorem narrows the class of 8-manifolds which can admit free S -actions by

describing the torsion part of their second homology groups.

Theorem 4.   // the simply connected 8-manifold M  admits a free differ-

entiable S -action, then the torsion subgroup of H AM) is either trivial or of

the form  T © T or T © T ©Z2, for some finite abelian group  T.

Proof. We have noted that H2(M) ~ H2(N), where N is the orbit space;

and the corollary to Lemma E in [l] shows that the torsion part of the second

homology group of a simply connected 5-manifold must be of this form.  D

From Barden's classification of 5-manifolds (see [l] or the proof of
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Theorem 1) we see that if the second homology group is specified, then the

diffeomorphism class of the manifold is determined by the action of the sec-

ond Stiefel-Whitney class w 2, which we consider as a homomorphism from the

second homology group into Z2. Since the second homology group of the 8-

manifold determines the second homology group of the orbit space (they are

isomorphic), in order to obtain an upper bound for the number of free S  -ac-

tions on a given 8-manifold  Al  we calculate the number of possible orbit

spaces by determining the number of homomorphisms from HAM) into Z2.

We first use the primary decomposition of finitely generated abelian groups

to write H 2(M)  as a direct sum of infinite cyclic groups and p-primary cyclic

groups.  This decomposition is unique and is a basis with the most possible

elements, for if a basis has an element that is not of prime power order it can

be replaced by two or more elements each of prime power order.

If zz  is a homomorphism between abelian groups  A   and  B, then an h-

basis for A  is a basis on all of whose elements except possibly one  h is

zero.  Lemma C [l] states that if A  is a finitely generated abelian group and

A is a homomorphism of A   into  Z  , the cyclic group of order p, then A  has a

a basis with most possible elements that is also an /z-basis.  Thus, the basis

of the primary decomposition is such a basis; and since we are concerned

with homomorphisms into  Z2  we need only consider the infinite cyclic part

and the 2-primary component, since the distinguished element (if one exists)

can only have infinite order or order 2' for some integer i > 0. The number of

elements in the basis of order p1 is called the z'th Ulm invariant of the p-

primary component.  Thus, for each Ulm invariant of the 2-primary component

of HAM) there is a homomorphism from H2(M) into Z2. There is also the

zero homomorphism; and if HAM) has an infinite cyclic summand, then there

is a homomorphism corresponding to its generator.  Therefore, we have proved

the following theorem.

Theorem 5. // a simply connected 8-manifold M has n distinct nonzero

Ulm invariants for the 2-primary component of HAM), then M admits at most

n + 2 free S^-actions (n + 1  if H2(M)  is a torsion group). D

We can sharpen the result of Theorem 5 by considering the cases of spin

manifolds and nonspin manifolds separately as in the following two theorems.

Theorem 6.   // a simply connected 8-manifold M  that is not a spin mani-

fold admits a free S^-action, then that action is unique and Al  is diffeomorphic

to S3 x N for some simply connected 5-manifold N which is not a spin mani-

fold.
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Proof. Suppose that there are two distinct free S -actions on M with

orbit spaces N y  and N2> Al must then be the total space of a principal S3-

bundle over each of these orbit spaces. The proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 hold

even if the homology of M has torsion, so we have that tV,   and N2  ate not

spin manifolds.  However, H2(Ny) and H2(NA ate each isomorphic to HAM).

It follows from Barden's results that if N,   and N2 are not diffeomorphic,

but have isomorphic second homology groups, then  i(N A 4 i(N7) (see The-

orem 1).  Thus, i(S   x N y) 4 i(S    x N2); and since   i is a homotopy invariant,

S   x N y  is not of the same homotopy type as S   x N 2. Not both of these

manifolds can be  Al, so Al  must admit only one free S  -action, and if the or-

bit space is N, then M = S   x N. Q

If Al  is a spin manifold, then Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that the orbit space

N is a spin manifold, and so by Lemma 5 we have the following theorem.

Theorem 7.   // the simply connected 8-manifold M  is a spin manifold,

then it can admit at most one free S -action. □

Thus, we conclude that if a simply connected 8-manifold admits a free

S  -action, then that action is unique.
1
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